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The Board is initiating a consultation process to examine the issue of cost responsibility
associated with the connection of generation and load facilities to electricity
transmission systems. This letter provides some background regarding this issue, as
well as an overview of the consultation process and how to participate in it.
Background and Scope
Cost responsibility associated with investments in transmission infrastructure is
governed principally by the Board’s Transmission System Code (the “TSC”) and is also
affected by the manner in which the different transmission cost pools (line connection,
transformation connection and network) are defined.
The Board’s current cost responsibility policies in relation to connection facilities, as
embodied in the TSC, can be summarized in three points as follows: first, cost
responsibility for customer-driven connection facilities should rest with the customer;
second, this is also the case where the connection facilities are triggered by the needs
of more than one customer; and third, there is an exception that applies where a
connection facility was otherwise planned by the transmitter to meet load growth and
maintain system reliability and integrity. Cost responsibility for network facilities that
are required to accommodate a new or modified connection rests with the transmitter,
unless the Board determines that exceptional circumstances require that cost allocation
be dealt with differently.
The Board has determined that an examination of these policies is desirable at this time
for a variety of reasons.
With respect to the connection of generation facilities, there is a rapid expansion of
generation facilities that will require numerous connections at the transmission level.
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The Ontario Power Authority (the “OPA”) now has over 10,000 MW of generating
capacity under contract, of which 1750 MW is already in service and a further 6,600 MW
is scheduled to come into service by the end of 2010. A significant portion of the new
connections are for generation facilities using renewable sources. The OPA already has
under contract 1384 MW of generation from renewable sources expected to connect at
the transmission level. In response to government directive, the OPA has launched a
process to contract for an additional 2000 MW of renewable generation resources to be
in service by 2015. Much of the renewable capacity under contract or expected to be
contracted would operate intermittently, and at a relatively low capacity factor. It is
expected that some of these resources are to be located relatively distant from the
existing transmission grid. Connection costs could therefore be a significant component
of the total cost of power from these facilities.
In the face of these and other developments, stakeholders have raised with the Board
the need to reconsider its approach to cost allocation for transmission connections to
ensure that its cost responsibility policies do not impede achievement of the
government’s expectations in relation to the development of renewable supply in the
Province, as reflected in the Supply Mix Directive and other directives issued to the
OPA.
The Board notes that the question of cost responsibility for generation connections has
also arisen in the context of the OPA’s Integrated Power System Plan (“IPSP”), and in
particular in relation to so-called “enabler” transmission lines. These are defined by the
OPA as radial transmission lines that need to be developed in advance to enable the
subsequent development of clusters of renewable generation resources. The regulatory
treatment of “enabler” transmission lines has not to date been the subject of specific
consideration by the Board. The Board has traditionally dealt with transmission
infrastructure cost responsibility issues largely through the TSC and remains of the view
that this is the optimal approach. Consistent with that approach, the Board believes that
cost responsibility issues associated with “enabler” lines are appropriately examined as
part of a policy consultation process rather than within the proceeding to review the
IPSP. The Board therefore intends to examine those issues as part of the policy
consultation process that it is initiating today, and expects that this process will be
completed on a sufficiently timely basis to in turn inform the IPSP review proceeding.
With respect to the connection of load facilities, the issue of cost responsibility was
recently the subject of a review proceeding before the Board relating to the connection
procedures of Hydro One Networks Inc. (proceeding EB-2007-0797). During that
review proceeding and the underlying combined proceeding that was the subject of the
review (proceeding EB-2006-0189/EB-2006-0200), parties expressed various concerns
regarding the Board’s policies, including the concern that those policies may inhibit
rather than facilitate the construction of facilities that are necessary to meet regional
load growth and do not provide sufficient regulatory certainty. Although the Board
panel denied Hydro One’s motion to review, it noted that the questions of transmission
policy raised by the Board are better addressed in a policy process if that were to be
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considered necessary or desirable. The Board’s decision to examine cost responsibility
in relation to generation connections presents a good opportunity to do the same in
relation to load connections.
The Board expects that this consultation process will enable the Board to ensure that its
transmission connection cost policies facilitate the rational and optimal development of
transmission infrastructure in a manner that reflects the evolving needs of the electricity
sector and the Province as a whole.
Overview of Consultation Process
The Board intends to use a multi-phase process for this consultation.
The first phase will consist of an initial meeting with stakeholders to solicit input on the
issues to be addressed in this consultation. The meeting will also provide a useful
forum in which to commence gathering information relevant to the subject matter.
Details of the meeting, which is scheduled for February 14, 2008, together with a list of
issues or questions for discussion, will be provided at a later date.
Following the initial meeting, a discussion paper on the issues will be released for
comment to launch the second phase of the process. In the final phase, changes to
the TSC or other regulatory instruments, if needed, will be proposed.
The Board does not intend to make cost awards available in relation to the first phase of
this consultation, but anticipates that cost awards will be available for later phases.
Invitation to Participate and Filing Instructions
The Board encourages participation in this consultation process by all interested parties.
Those interested in participating in this consultation process should indicate their intent
by letter addressed to the Board Secretary by January 14, 2008. The letter should
include a statement as to whether the participant intends to attend the initial meeting
with stakeholders and/or whether the participant wishes to be on the distribution list for
future developments in this consultation.
The Board is aware that the issue of transmission connection cost responsibility is one
that has already been the subject of interest and attention by a number of stakeholders.
The Board would welcome any comments, position papers, analyses or other written
materials that interested parties may wish to file in advance of the initial meeting to
facilitate the framing of the issues. Any such written materials should be filed with the
Board no later than February 11, 2008.
All filings to the Board in relation to this consultation must quote file number EB-20080003 and include your name, postal address, telephone number and, where available,
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an e-mail address and fax number. Three paper copies of each filing must be provided.
The Board requests that interested parties make every effort to provide electronic
copies of their filings in searchable/unrestricted Adobe Acrobat (PDF) format, and to
submit their filings through the Board’s web portal at www.errr.oeb.gov.on.ca. A user
ID is required to submit documents through the Board’s web portal. If you do not have a
user ID, please visit the “e-filings services” webpage on the Board’s website at
www.oeb.gov.on.ca, and fill out a user ID password request. Additionally, interested
parties are requested to follow the document naming conventions and document
submission standards outlined in the document entitled “RESS Document Preparation –
A Quick Guide” also found on the e-filing services webpage. If the Board’s web portal is
not available, electronic copies of filings may be filed by e-mail at
BoardSec@oeb.gov.on.ca.
Filings must be received by 4:45 p.m. on the required date.
All materials related to this consultation will be posted on the “Key Initiatives &
Consultations” portion of the Board’s web site. The material will also be available for
public inspection at the Board’s office during normal business hours.
Any questions regarding this consultation should be directed to David Brown at
david.brown@oeb.gov.on.ca or at 416-440-8123. The Board’s toll-free number is 1888-632-6273.
Yours truly,
Original signed by
Kirsten Walli
Board Secretary
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